Bible Word Search:
PLAGUES OF EGYPT

YKE\(\text{E}\)\(\text{A}\)\(\text{K}\)\(\text{N}\)\(\text{I}\)\(\text{N}\)\(\text{J}\)\(\text{I}\)\(\text{U}\)\(\text{TH}\)\(\text{X}\)
IGC\(\text{A}\)\(\text{L}\)\(\text{W}\)\(\text{P}\)\(\text{K}\)\(\text{J}\)BF\(\text{K}\)\(\text{K}\)E
LF\(\text{K}\)G\(\text{R}\)\(\text{J}\)\(\text{A}\)\(\text{P}\)\(\text{X}\)\(\text{R}\)\(\text{S}\)\(\text{G}\)\(\text{G}\)E
SSNIT\(\text{P}\)\(\text{K}\)E\(\text{O}\)\(\text{R}\)\(\text{G}\)\(\text{C}\)\(\text{K}\)MG
DEIBNSANHUXSZQS
GALOXDEOEHROOFJ
HCOT\(\text{J}\)\(\text{R}\)\(\text{F}\)\(\text{V}\)\(\text{C}\)\(\text{S}\)\(\text{H}\)\(\text{O}\)SUZ
F\(\text{W}\)BNIFGILVSTLZF
DLOIZERNCLAXNEX
EEFIRSTBORNDETH
UODESIXGYNEAXRN
XTSTSCOLSCEJLP
ZSLLAHHWZYXQADV
TIJRVRQXBUNEUKN
FWUUAATNVTGCGOFN

WATER INTO BLOOD✓
GNATS ✓
DEAD LIVESTOCK✓
HAIL ✓
DARKNESS ✓
FROGS ✓
FLIES ✓
BOILS ✓
LOCUSTS ✓
FIRSTBORN DEATH ✓
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